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By Susan B. Barnes

CABO—WHERE
THE STARS SHINE
Admittedly, the only thing I knew about Los Cabos
and Cabo San Lucas, Mexico, before a recent
visit, was the destination’s party reputation. What
I found during a recent trip to the sunny western
Mexican coast is a vibe that’s chill—everyone’s
there for the same reasons: to relax, soak in the
sun and have a good time.

CAPELLA PEDREGAL

▲

Guests who make their way through a tunnel carved into
a mountain will find their way to Capella Pedregal (5 stars),
a luxury resort with 96 rooms and nearly 400 employees
dedicated to ensuring they enjoy their stays.
The four signature treatments at Capella’s Auriga Spa
are unique in that they change with the moon’s cycle to
align guests with the rhythms of nature an enhanced wellbeing: new moon—time for renewal and introspection; waxing moon—period to refocus energy and embody visions;
full moon—full potential is achieved; waning moon—perfect
time for cleansing.

ESPERANZA
An Auberge Resort, Esperanza (4.5 stars) is
tucked cliffside over the Pacific Ocean, waves
crashing fiercely below. With just 57 rooms, a
total occupancy of 120 and staff of more than
800, Esperanza takes guest service to an entirely different level. Dining under the stars is
a memorable occasion at Esperanza, too. For
the most dramatic sunset views, reserve a
table on the point and toast the day with a
pineapple and basil margarita. Oh, and if Fido
is traveling with you, he’s more than welcome
and will be treated to amenities, too, such as
a special bed and customized menu.

LAS VENTANAS al PARAISO
Meaning “the windows,” Las Ventanas al Paraiso (5 stars) certainly does offer a window to the luxe side of Los Cabos. The accommodations options
are sublime—choose from one of the 71 guestrooms or 12 oceanfront villas, the most luxurious of which start at 4,500 square feet and feature their
own pools and private beaches. For the most discerning guests, Las Ventanas is building a new, three-bedroom, 22,000-square-foot villa that will
have its own putting green, spa and glass-bottom lap pool. Hola!

PUEBLO BONITO PACIFICA GOLF & SPA RESORT
An adults-only, 154-room all-inclusive resort on two and a half miles of white-sand beach makes Pueblo Bonito Pacifica (4.5 stars) stand out from
the rest. The all-inclusive aspect is Pueblo Bonito Pacifica is just that—unlimited food and beverage at its five acclaimed restaurants, daily wellness
activities, and wine and tequila tastings. Additional amenities include a wellness-inspired spa, and private beach privileges complete with beach
beds, to name a few.
For an authentic Mexican experience, book a Temazcal ceremony at the resort’s spa—a traditional Mexican sweat bath led by a shaman that
originated as far back as the Aztecs.

ONE&ONLY PALMILLA
After only a few moments at One&Only Palmilla
(4.5 stars), there’s little question as to why it’s
favored by George Clooney, Jennifer Aniston and
Courtney Cox, to name just a few of the 55-acre
resort’s celebrity guests. With a staff of 940—45 of
whom are butlers—and a maximum occupancy of
350, guests’ experiences are the utmost priority.
Spend the day in a private cabana, featuring
swinging beds over the water below and a private
waiter, or at the spa in one of the treatment rooms
with private sitting area and plunge pool. Dining at
One&Only matches all of the other amenities, and
is available anyplace within the resort: on the
beach, in a cabana, in-room. The views from Agua
are spectacular, not to mention the food and
drinks. Be sure to make a selection from the wine
list—the resort boasts the second largest wine
cellar in all of Mexico.
Above top: A romantic dinner for two on the beach, under the stars, is a treat at Pueblo Bonito Pacifica Golf & Spa Resort .
Above: Private spa cabanas take relaxation to the next level at One&Only Palmilla.
Following page: The stars—and fireworks—shine brighter at these luxurious hotels in Los Cabos.
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Previous page: Capella Pedregal’s dramatic cliffs add to the ambience at this elegant resort.
Above top: Indulge in a seaside massage at Esperanza.
Above: Las Ventanas’ luxury villa with private infinity pool.

However you spend your time in Los Cabos,
you’re sure to see stars!
When You Go
It takes some time to get to Los Cabos, but it’s well-worth it!
From Tampa, several major airlines fly into Los Cabos, with
a stop along the way. For more on Los Cabos, please visit
www.visitloscabos.travel.
Capella Pedregal
www.capellahotels.com/cabosanlucas
Esperanza, an Auberge Resort
www.esperanza.aubergeresorts.com
Las Ventanas al Paraiso
www.rosewoodhotels.com/en/las-ventanas-los-cabos
One&Only Palmilla
www.oneandonlypalmilla.com
Pueblo Bonito Pacifica Golf & Spa Resort
www.pueblobonitopacifica.com.mx

